Position open for Buddhism Public Scholars of The Robert H. N. Ho Family Foundation  
At Tricycle: The Buddhist Review, New York, NY  

Requires relocation to New York, NY  

September 2022 - August 2023  

Organization Description  
Scholarly contributions to Tricycle focus on scholarship as it illuminates our readers’ spiritual concerns. Our emphasis is to employ scholarship to better understand assumptions that shape and have shaped how Buddhists view their traditions. [https://tricycle.org/magazine/](https://tricycle.org/magazine/)  

Responsibilities of the Buddhism Public Scholar  
The ACLS scholar will advise Tricycle editors on developments and trends in Buddhist scholarship; vet articles that deal with matters of Buddhist history and thought; identify scholars who can write on topics the editors wish to pursue; pitch, write, and edit articles for a non-specialist audience. The Buddhism Public Scholar will work with our editors, who have experience in applying knowledge from the academy to matters of religious life and practice. This will entail editorial guidance in identifying appropriate themes and topics and in feature writing. Our emphasis is to employ scholarship to better understand assumptions that shape and have shaped how Buddhists view their traditions. Guidance in writing will include development of tone and style appropriate for a magazine essay; establishing a workable structure; and the use of anecdote and narrative to illustrate themes  

Supervisors/Project Manager The scholar will report to James Shaheen, Editor-in-Chief.